
CRAFT BEER REAL ���

BEER FLIGHT

NON-ALCOHOLIC

Craft Beer only available at DAILYBEER

German Märzen / ���ml / ABV �.�%
A Märzen-style lager with a harmonious blend of sweetness and 
caramel malt flavours, ideal for festival enjoyment and great with 
sausages.
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ABV �.�% / ★ K-Soju + Ginseng Lager
A unique mix of Korean soju and ginseng beer, offering an 
authentic Somaek experience. Enjoy the full flavour in a 
���ml serving.

Real K-Somaek ���

SAMPLER ���ml X �
A curated selection of five beers, providing a variety of 
flavours recommended for tasting.

BEER FLIGHT

German Pilsner / ���ml / ABV �.�%
A crisp and clean brew with a distinctly pure beer taste.
Complements French fries exceptionally well.

Kampong Pilsner

German Wheat Beer / ���ml / ABV �.�%
A smooth wheat beer with a mild character, recommended with 
spicy dishes for a balanced taste experience.

Seoul Weizen

American IPA / ���ml / ABV �.�%
Exclusive to Telok Ayer, this IPA features a rich hop aroma from Galaxy, 
Motueka, Citra, and Mosaic hops and complements chicken perfectly. 

Telok Hazy IPA

American Pale Ale / ���ml / ABV �.�%
Another Telok Ayer exclusive, with Chinook, Idaho, and Simcoe 
hops offering a refreshing, fruity aroma and flavour.
 A perfect match for chicken and tteokbokki.

Telok Pale Ale

Korean Lager / ���ml / ABV �.�%
Brewed with whole Korean ginseng, this lager is designed to 
revitalise and uplift. Its flavour profile makes it an excellent
companion to fried dishes, salads, and fruits.

K-Ginseng Lager

American Sweet Porter / ���ml / ABV �.�%
Brewed in collaboration with a Busan brewery, this dark beer 
combines hazelnut coffee for a sweet, rich taste, suited for spicy 
foods and shrimp dishes.

Busan Hazelnut Porter

Prices are in Singapore Dollars and are subject to ��% service charge and prevailing government taxes.
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Coke / Sprite

Green Plum - Ade

Omija - Ade

�
Korean-style hangover remedy, crafted with a blend of �� 
Korean herbal medicines, featuring Hovenia and its 
berries, known for their restorative properties.

In Korea, plum tea is known as a digestive aid.
Served as a cold Ade, it's a delicious way to cleanse the 
palate and refresh the senses following a meal.

Schisandra chinensis, a Korean fruit with five tastes: 
sour, bitter, sweet, spicy, and salty. Schisandra Ade 
emphasises sourness and sweetness.

Wake Up - Ade

Bottled Water �
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